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Chris Murray reveals the largely unknown and rather surprising history of the British superhero. It is often thought that
Britain did not have its own superheroes, yet Murray demonstrates that there were a great many in Britain and that they
were often used as a way to comment on the relationship between Britain and America. Sometimes they emulated the
style of American comics, but they also frequently became sites of resistance to perceived American political and cultural
hegemony, drawing upon satire and parody as a means of critique. Murray illustrates that the superhero genre is a blend
of several influences, and that in British comics these influences were quite different from those in America, resulting in
some contrasting approaches to the figure of the superhero. He identifies the origins of the superhero and supervillain in
nineteenth-century popular culture such as the penny dreadfuls and boys' weeklies and in science fiction writing of the
1920s and 1930s. He traces the emergence of British superheroes in the 1940s, the advent of "fake" American comics,
and the reformatting of reprinted material. Murray then chronicles the British Invasion of the 1980s and the pivotal roles in
American superhero comics and film production held by British artists today. This book will challenge views about British
superheroes and the comics creators who fashioned them. Murray brings to light a gallery of such comics heroes as the
Amazing Mr X, Powerman, Streamline, Captain Zenith, Electroman, Mr Apollo, Masterman, Captain Universe,
Marvelman, Kelly's Eye, Steel Claw, the Purple Hood, Captain Britain, Supercats, Bananaman, Paradax, Jack Staff, and
SuperBob. He reminds us of the significance of many such creators and artists as Len Fullerton, Jock McCail, Jack
Glass, Denis Gifford, Bob Monkhouse, Dennis M. Reader, Mick Anglo, Brendan McCarthy, Alan Moore, Grant Morrison,
Dave Gibbons, and Mark Millar.
Hunter is on the run from a past he wants nothing more than to forget about. He setttles into his new life in a new city with
a sexy new neighbor who goes out drinking every night and seems to have a lot of kinky, fantastic sex every day. Fiona
has more than a few scars from her past, nightmares so bad she cant be in her own apartment at night. She spends her
days moaning like a porn star to her phone sex callers and putting up walls so thick no one can break them down. That is
until she keeps getting woken up from the hot new guy next door and goes over to confront him, sending them both into
uncharted territory. When their pasts come charging into their present, will they be able to heal the old wounds enough to
let each other in? Or is there some damage that is simply too difficult to overcome?
It’s love. Trust me. After a lifetime on the move, Ivy Snow is an expert in all things temporary—schools, friends, and way
too many Mr. Wrongs. Now that she owns a successful taco truck in San Francisco and an apartment to call home, Ivy’s
reinvented life is on solid ground. And she’s guarded against anything that can rock it. Like the realities of a past she’s
worked hard to cover up. And especially Kel O’Donnell. Too hot not to set off alarms, he screams temporary. If only his
whispers weren’t so delightfully naughty and irresistible. Kel, an Idaho sheriff and ranch owner, is on vacay, but Ivy’s a
spicy reason to give his short-term plans a second thought. Best of all, she’s a tonic for his untrusting heart, burned once
and still in repair. But when Ivy’s past intrudes on a perfect romance, Kel fears that everything she’s told him has been a
perfect lie. Now, if only Ivy’s willing to share, Kel will fight for a true love story.
Uncivilized is an anthology of Green Anarchy magazine from Eugene Oregan. It collects the uncompromising attack
against civilization, technology, the Left that Green Anarchy provided shaped into a weapon for the next generation of
anti-civilization anarchists.
PC Gaming: Computer Gaming World's Instant Expert Guide covers everything new game players need to know, such as
game genres, terminology, ratings, and new technology, as well as hardware needs, accessories, and how to
troubleshoot the most common problems. The free CD includes hot game demos, such as Quake, Star Trek Generations
and Command & Conquer Red Alert, which are attractive to avid players, but will also serve as a "try-before-you-buy"
sampler for new gamers.
They knew she was going to strike back for taking down her empire, for imprisoning her for years.All those years stuck in
a cell gave her a lot of time to think, to plot, to plan her revenge.But they couldn't have anticipated this.* This can not be
read as a standalone.** This is also not a romance. This is a dramatic suspense story told from many POVs including old
favorites and some new faces, all dealing with the events before, during, and after V's eventual demise.
The club had known peace for so long.Too long, it seemed.And now the president was missing, the supply chain was
drying up, and there were threats from within and out.Colson should have had nothing else on his mind.But then there
she was.The new neighbor.A woman with her hands full of her own problems should have sent him running, but he just
couldn'tseem to stay away.As pressure mounted for the club, Colson found himself facing choices he hoped to never
makeand a woman he hoped to never let go of.
An underground fight club. A woman who shouldn't have been there. And the man who owns it. **-** Ross Ward is bound
by the chains of his past he never could seem to shake, leaving him living in darkness, detached from the world around
him, and an obsessive workaholic with really only one rule: mind your own business. Until one night, there was Adalind
Hollis - scared, confused, in need of help. And for the first time, he couldn't convince himself to walk away, to mind his
own business. Even after she was getting the care she needed, he couldn't seem to make himself stay away. But
keeping her close meant he would eventually have to let her in, would have to offer over the horrors of his past, and hope
she could accept it. But even if she would embrace his past, could she accept his plan to exact brutal, bloody vengeance
against the man who hurt her?
ReeveI had long since given up hope of the pursuit of genuine happiness. It wasn't possible after all the sh*t I had been through. I
had my siblings, my club, a purpose in life. It was enough.Until I came across her.She represented everything that I knew I couldn't
have - stability, a future, a way out of my past. And, it seemed, the harder I tried to keep her at a distance, to protect her from my
reality, she only got in deeper, only pulled me closer. Then, one night, an old face popped up in Navesink Bank. And everything
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changed forever.ReyI liked my life. I liked the freedom and simplicity of it, even if it was, perhaps, a little lonely. Then one night,
there he was.With the saddest eyes I had ever seen.He represented everything my life didn't need - chaos, violence, uncertainty.
But, at the same time, everything it was lacking - companionship, connection. He tried to fight it, to keep up his guards, to keep me
at arm's length.But, well, fate had other plans.That was the night everything changed.Down an alley, facing down a new, yet
familiar, big bad in Navesink Bank, forcing us together, making us confront the reality of what was happening between us.Trapped
together, waiting for the winds to blow over, he finally trusted me enough to let me in, to give us a shot, to invite me into his
family.That is, if all of us survived the upcoming storm...
Amy Abrams doesn't do love. Nor does she do emotional attachments, unless you count the connection she has with designer
handbags. She grew up in an Upper East Side penthouse, which had about as much affection within its tastefully decorated walls
as Castle Dracula. Her family is the precise reason why she points her red-soled heels firmly in the opposite direction of that
dreaded four-letter word. Then it happens. Love. It comes right out of the blue and knocks her off her six-inch heels. She learns
that love comes with pesky side effects such as heartbreak, which seriously messes with the complexion. Amy promises herself
that she'll never open herself to that horrible feeling again. She doesn't count on an infuriating, albeit drool-worthy biker to roar into
her life and ruin the plans she had of locking up her heart. She keeps her distance, wary of the sinfully sexy biker whose tattoos
should read Warning - dangerous alpha male, will screw up your life. Amy may be an Upper East Side princess but she wasn't
looking for Prince Charming. She wouldn't mind the name of his hair stylist, though. Brock certainly isn't a knight in shining armor,
but he consumes her, body and soul. Drama pulls them apart; danger will bring them back together. When Amy is threatened
Brock is there ready to save her life. Her heart is another story.
Prim and proper art gallery coordinator Elle Walser is no good at seducing men. Heck, she's been throwing hints at her boss for
months, but he's completely clueless. Desperate to escape her mother's matchmaking efforts, she comes up with a plan—buy
some lingerie and climb into her boss's bed. The plan goes brilliantly...until she accidentally seduces a sexy stranger instead. Bad
boy nightclub mogul Gabe Schultz just had the best almost-sex of his life. Too bad the smoking hot blonde thought he was his
brother and bolted before he could finish what they started. Though her holier-than-thou attitude puts a serious damper on his
mood, Gabe's never been one to give up on something he wants. And he wants Elle. Now he just needs her to convince her to
give him a chance... Each book in the Come Undone series is STANDALONE: * Wrong Bed, Right Guy * Chasing Mrs. Right *
Two Wrongs, One Right * Seducing Mr. Right
People make love seem complicated. Intricate. Novels try to capture its intensity; music tries to rein in its soul.I've read every novel
I could. I've lived and breathed every song that I could listen to. The sounds fill my unquiet mind.Then he came.Killian.He brought
with him the beauty of silence that echoes through my soul and showed me love isn't complicated. It's simple. Beautiful.Some say
love at first sight doesn't exist, that you can't find your soul mate at sixteen years old. Those are people rooted in reality, chained to
the confines of life that dictates how you are meant to think. Killian broke those chains. He broke everything, shattered it so I can
see that reality is overrated, that daydreams can somehow come to life.My life tumbled into darkness in the time after I met him, so
dark I'm not sure I'll ever see the light again. But he is always at my side. His life means he knows how to navigate the dark and he
can lead me out.I wade through the darkness with him at my side.We'll be together forever; I'm certain of that.Until I'm not.Note:
This is book one of two. Killian and Lexie's story does not end here and will be continued in a following book.
Contributions by Timothy P. Barnard, Michael Cohen, Rayna Denison, Martin Flanagan, Sophie Geoffroy-Menoux, Mel Gibson,
Kerry Gough, Jonathan Gray, Craig Hight, Derek Johnson, Pascal Lefevre, Paul M. Malone, Neil Rae, Aldo J. Regalado, Jan van
der Putten, and David Wilt In Film and Comic Books contributors analyze the problems of adapting one medium to another; the
translation of comics aesthetics into film; audience expectations, reception, and reaction to comic book-based films; and the
adaptation of films into comics. A wide range of comic/film adaptations are explored, including superheroes (Spider-Man), comic
strips (Dick Tracy), realist and autobiographical comics (American Splendor; Ghost World), and photo-montage comics (Mexico's
El Santo). Essayists discuss films beginning with the 1978 Superman. That success led filmmakers to adapt a multitude of comic
books for the screen including Marvel's Uncanny X-Men, the Amazing Spider-Man, Blade, and the Incredible Hulk as well as
alternative graphic novels such as From Hell, V for Vendetta, and Road to Perdition. Essayists also discuss recent works from
Mexico, France, Germany, and Malaysia.
My job is simple.I get hired to make men fall in love with me. Then I cut their legs out from under them.Fenway Arlington was next
on the chopping block.Playboy billionaire.Heart-breaker. Experience chaser.Known for numerous international scandals, usually
involving a woman.It should have been easy work.But I never could have prepared myself for the impossible.Catching feelings for
the client. Or what would happen when the job was over, And he found out the truth.
MORTAL ENGINES launched Philip Reeve's brilliantly-imagined creation, the world of the Traction Era, where mobile cities fight
for survival in a post-apocalyptic future.The first instalment introduces young apprentice Tom Natsworthy and the murderous
Hester Shaw, flung from the fast-moving city of London into heart-stopping adventures in the wastelands of the Great Hunting
Ground. "No 11-to-16-year-old should miss the superbly imagined debut novel from Philip Reeve" - The Times "This big, brave,
brilliant book combines a thrilling adventure story with endless moral conundrums" - Guardian
Sloane has everything she thought she ever wanted- a great career, a great apartment, great clothes, a life she had worked hard
for. Until one night, one chance encounter, one decision that changed everything. With no options left, she enlists the help of
Quinton Baird & Associates, who promptly inform her that she has to leave it all - the career, the apartment, the life she had
worked so hard to build for herself - behind. If all that wasn't enough, her entire future - and life in general - was in the hands of a
man whose coworkers called 'The Ghost.' Because that was what he did; he ghosted people, hid them, gave them new lives,
made them impossible to find. With no other choice, she agrees to his terms, climbs in a car with him, and travels almost clear
across the country toward her new life. But the long hours on the road - and even longer hours in cabins and hotel rooms together start to show her things. Like how unhappy she had actually been, how hollow her life was, how much she had denied
herself in the name of superficial success. And maybe, just maybe, how much she was starting to see how wrong first impressions
can be, and how much a person can begin to mean to you when you decided to let them in...
This isn't a fairy tale. I'll save you the trouble by telling you that now. This is the tale of a girl who spent her life bouncing around foster homes,
who had her innocence stolen in the darkness before she knew it was something that could be lost. Her demons followed her everywhere,
after that night. They chased her to the medical school she dropped out of, to the strip club she sold herself in, and finally caught her in a river
of sin where they tried to drown her. My name is Bex and this is my story. I'm paddling, barely keeping my head above water. And even
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though I'm submerged, I'll never be clean. The layer of dirt that has clung to me since birth is a tattoo I'll wear for life. He can't see it, though.
Even when I'm torn and tattered, and left in pieces, he wades into the filth to try to put those pieces back together. He doesn't seem to
understand there's nothing left to repair. To love. Just sullied fragments of a damned soul. He's willing to damn himself in order to exact
revenge on those who sent me to the pit. Problem is, my name is at the top of that list, since I not only damned my own soul, but his too.
*Contains dark subject matter and potential triggers **Can be read as a standalone
The biography of Alphonse Gabriel Capone (born January 17, 1899 – died January 25, 1947), known by the nickname "Scarface". The most
famous American gangster, as well as businessman
He was just supposed to be saving her from herself... and the half dozen criminal enterprises that would want her blood when they realized
what she had done. What he hadn't planned on was her invading every aspect of his life with her fiery temper and inability to take no for an
answer. And when he finally got beneath her walls and found out why she had gotten herself into trouble in the first place, he knew what he
needed to do. He sure as hell didn't think he would end up being the one who would need saving...
This book examines the origins and execution of Russian military and political activities in Moldova, Georgia, Ukraine, and Azerbaijan. Using
a realist perspective, the author concludes that there are substantial similarities in the four case studies: Russian support for minority
separatist movements, conflict, Russian intervention as peacekeepers, Russian control over the diplomatic process to prevent resolution of
the conflict, and a perpetuation of Russian presence in the area. The author places the conflicts in the context of international law and
nationalism theory.
CASH My life has been about three things- brotherhood, good times, and women. Easy. Nothing complicated. That was until Willow Swift
came barging back into my life, face bloodied, banging at the gates of The Henchmen compound calling in a favor owed. Now a marker is a
marker and I had to make good, but if there was one woman in the world I didn't need in my life, it was the hard-as-stone, hot-as-sin Willow
Swift and whatever mysterious ghosts from her past that were haunting her present. WILLOW My life has been nothing but two things: hard
and complicated. The last person I wanted in my business was the notorious love-em and leave-em Cash, but I needed help and he was the
only one I could lean on without worrying about him finding out about my past. But I was starting to wonder if maybe he was his own kind of
dangerous bent on making me believe in some things I had long since learned were not possible for me- like falling for a guy I could not, ever,
let see the real me.
Joining the MC had never been a question.Raised by an ex-cage-fighting member, Niro hadn't seen any future for himself that didn't involve
bikes, guns, violence, and the brotherhood he'd learned to revere above all else. But joining the Henchmen meant he couldn't have the only
other thing in life he wanted.Andi.The daughter of one of the OG members of the club. His childhood best friend. The only chink in his
otherwise impenetrable armor. For years she was gone. And he did everything he could to forget her, to become the kind of monster she
would never look twice at again.The problem was, she was back in town.And new enemies were around every corner.Ones who might set
their sights on the only woman who could ever mean anything to him...
He decided it was time to retire, settle down, become something nice and tame. Like an arms-dealing biker in some town called Navesink
Bank. He could get behind that lifestyle. He'd anticipated a lot of things. Drinking. Brotherhood. A little action peppered in here and there to
keep things from getting too dull.But there was one thing he hadn't planned on.A woman moving in across the hall from him. The way
something within him recognized something inside her. A past. Secrets. Darkness. Hidden behind thick walls, impenetrable shields, and a
biting sort of confidence. He damn sure couldn't have prepared himself for the sudden and uncharacteristic urge to force his way into her life,
get her to open up to him, feel comfortable enough to give her all the dark and ugly parts of his past. And - dare he even think it - plan a future
with her. You know... if she would stop disappearing for weeks at a time without a clue as to where she was going...
LennyI have one mission in life.Revenge.I didn't have time for anything else.Let alone the mysterious, unfairly good-looking member of a local
outlaw biker gang. But Edison is not the kind of man to be easily ignored, and the closer he gets, the more I seem to sway from my mission.
Until the unthinkable happens. EdisonShe's special.That has always been my type, women with that 'something' that you can't quite put your
finger on. And Lenny with her knife-sharp tongue, stubbornness, and guards thicker than almost any I had ever seen, yeah, she had that
thing. And I wanted to put my finger on it. Finger. Mouth. Tongue... everything on her. But Lenny is hiding things.And it wasn't until her world
shatters around her that I finally get to see what was beneath them all along. And it is more than I could have ever hoped for. It's something I
want to hold onto. I guess the only thing left is to get that through her stubborn head as well...

I have one job. Don't fall for the client. Too late. The minute I lay eyes on Scarlett, my professionalism flies out the window. She's
sassy with just a touch of sweet. With curves in all the right places. Usually it's not hard for me to do the job. Keep the client safe.
But Scarlett likes to test my limits. All of them. This is the final book in the Savage Soldier series from USA Today Bestselling
Author Nicole Elliot. Look for her new series, Baby Makes Three, available now! military romance, alpha male romance, doctor
romance, new adult romance, second chance romance, hero romance, free romance, forbidden love, romance series, small town
romance series
MAZE: In concept, the plan was simple: prospect at The Henchmen MC. In practice, however, it was anything but. One, because I
was a woman. Two, because it was a brotherhood. And three, because Repo, the man who was in charge of making my life a
living hell until I quit or screwed up enough to get thrown out, also happened to be the hottest guy I had come across in ages. The
problem was, if I didn't get in and stay in despite the hazing from the members and the undeniable attraction building between me
and Repo, there was a very good chance I would be found by them. And if I was found by them, well, I was dead. REPO: How the
hell was I supposed to get her out of the MC when, one, I didn't agree with the fact that because she was a woman, she had no
place in The Henchmen. Two, because she was strong, smart, capable, and determined to get a patch. And three, because, well, I
wanted her. The problem was, if I didn't get her kicked out, I would be screwing up a job that was important to the prez. But the
problem was also that if I kicked her out, there was no way I was going to get a shot with her. I didn't know, however, that the real
problem was a lot more complicated and a lot more dangerous than disappointing my boss or not getting laid... the problem was
Maze had demons and they were hot on her trail...
Reeve
Interpretation of ancient Greek literature is often enough distorted by the preconceptions of modern times, especially on ancient
morality. This is often equivalent to begging the question. If we think e.g. of aretê, which has different meanings in different
contexts, we shall think in English (or in Modern Greek or in French or in German) and shall falsify the phenomena. If we are to
understand the Greek concept e.g. of aretê we must study the nature of the situations in which it is applied. For it is an important
fact in the study of Greek society that the Greeks used the one word (e.g. aretê) where we use different words. If we are to
understand properly the texts, we have to view them in their historical and social context. Ancient Greek thought needs to be
studied together with politics, ethics, and economic behaviour. Moreover, the best insights can be found in those who confine
themselves to the terms of each ancient author's analysis. From this principle each of the contributions of the volume begins.
The war was over. The dust had settled. The numbers were increasing. Everything had finally started to calm down. Until one night
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on a walk, I came across her...
It meant war. DUKE The relative peace we have known for years was gone in one violent act. Then, among the ever-present and
increasingly bloody unknown threat, I met her. But when passions ignite, complicating an already impossible situation, I am left to
wonder if there is a way to overcome the dark and twisted secrets of my past that would allow me to have any kind of future with
her. PENNY I was just a normal girl. I swear. One moment, I was just living my usual boring life. The next, I found myself in the
middle of some kind of underground war between an outlaw biker gang and some faceless enemy. Trapped in a whole new world
and in ever-increasing close proximity to the tall, strong, long blond-haired, deep blue-eyed biker named Duke, yeah, let's just say
things got even more interesting. But Duke had secrets. And when they came into the light, I realized they were the kind that I
wasn't sure I could live with...
Pagan- Fighting. F@cking. F@cking things up. That was my life. That was how I got out of the world I had been raised in. And it
was how I intended to keep living my life. That was, of course, until I came across her. The game changer. Kennedy- Hard work.
That was pretty much all you could say my life consisted of. It was what got me out of a rough childhood. It was what made me get
my first taste of success. Before things went to hell, that is. But it was what was going to get me back on my feet too. So I didn't
need any distractions. Certainly not one that came covered in scars, blood, leather, and in a cloud of cigarette smoke. Yet, there
he was. And I was thinking maybe a distraction wouldn't be that bad, right?
A study of the literary reception of the love-story of Hero and Leander and its popularity from classical times to the present in
different genres, from epigram to epic, and including drama, opera, burlesques and modern experimental works.
Cyrus - Family. Brotherhood. Music. Women.That was pretty much my life. And it was one I was happy with too. Until I came
across her- the one woman I knew I had no right to put my hands on, the woman who I still felt such a connection with that, even
though I knew I had to keep my hands - and other body parts - to myself, I wanted to be in her life.So I became her friend.Except,
this sweet, shy, bookworm was making being honorable a hell of a lot harder than I expected.ReeseFamily. Books. To be perfectly
honest, that was pretty much all my life was about. And I was happy with that. I lived a thousand lives. I saw and felt things in
stories I never could have otherwise.Besides, real life was never as good as books.Until I came across him.He was leading man
material if I ever saw it.You know, just not for me.He made that perfectly clear.We were going to be friends.Friends.That was
it.Except, maybe that simply wasn't enough...
Susan Brownmiller’s groundbreaking bestseller uncovers the culture of violence against women with a devastating exploration of
the history of rape—now with a new preface by the author exposing the undercurrents of rape still present today Rape, as author
Susan Brownmiller proves in her startling and important book, is not about sex but about power, fear, and subjugation. For
thousands of years, it has been viewed as an acceptable “spoil of war,” used as a weapon by invading armies to crush the will of
the conquered. The act of rape against women has long been cloaked in lies and false justifications. It is ignored, tolerated, even
encouraged by governments and military leaders, misunderstood by police and security organizations, freely employed by
domineering husbands and lovers, downplayed by medical and legal professionals more inclined to “blame the victim,” and,
perhaps most shockingly, accepted in supposedly civilized societies worldwide, including the United States. Against Our Will is a
classic work that has been widely credited with changing prevailing attitudes about violence against women by awakening the
public to the true and continuing tragedy of rape around the globe and throughout the ages. Selected by the New York Times Book
Review as an Outstanding Book of the Year and included among the New York Public Library’s Books of the Century, Against Our
Will remains an essential work of sociological and historical importance.
Gina: Freshly brewed tea. Earl Grey, loose leaf. Rain on the windowsills. The smell of library books. Escape into worlds greater
than this. Solitude. Invisibility. A quiet life. Maybe boring, but boring was never dangerous. Until I saw what I was missing out on.
Who I was missing out on. The man who shattered my boring, safe life and lay it to ruin. The man I'd been in love with since I was
a teenager. Who I'd been invisible to since I was a teenager. The man who just happened to be a world-famous rock star. Sam:
Whisky. Neat. Leave the bottle. Crowd of hundreds of people. No, make it thousands. All shouting my name. Live fast. Die... Die?
I'm too young, too famous and far too badass to die. Death doesn't happen when you stop breathing, it's what happens before
that. Death is the monotony of life. The grave? Well, all the greats live there. You're not a rock star until you die before you're
thirty. The grave doesn't bother me. Just the quiet. That is death in the life of rock. But then... her. She'd been there all along and
I'd been too blind, too obsessed with the fast, loud life to realize where the real Nirvana lay. In the silence. Even the grave couldn't
hold me if I didn't get her. And I'm a rock star. And a badass. And as stubborn as I am good-looking. I know how to get what I
want. I also know how to kill anyone who gets in my way.
He thought it would be a fun vacation.Head down the coast.Get some sun.Chase some skirts. Get to know the guys from the new
chapter.Nothing more serious than that.Until he met her. Then, well, things got a hell of a lot more serious.
Presidents of rival MCs, Fallon and Danny were destined to hate each other. And hate they did. Until an unknown enemy forces
them together, and makes them realize that under all that hate was an undeniable passion. One that could threaten not only the
trust and respect of their clubs... but their very lives...
1 notorious 1%er 1 innocent trapped in an impossible situation 1 viscous crime lord 3 people who aren't who they appear to be =
one big (bloody) mess. Reign is no stranger to the criminal underbelly and hard life, but when a random woman comes (literally)
crashing into his life- learning things she has no business knowing, and bringing with her the weight of the city's biggest skin
trader, the "hard life" starts to take on a whole new meaning.
Living a life in darkness causes the soul to char to ash. Battling demons by turning himself into a monster is the only way he can
survive...the only way he can keep a grip on sanity. That grip is precarious at best, every day is a silent battle with demons that
threaten to yank him into the truest form of darkness, the abyss he'll never escape. Then it happens. Light shines through the
cracks. Happiness. Mia Spencer's life is full of it. She has an amazing new job, friends, family, and the light of her life - her
daughter Lexie. Running from the demons of the past, escaping a hell that she vowed Lexie would never know about, she worked
through hardship and near poverty to create something she was proud of. Buried deep inside, underneath the swell of love she
had for her only daughter, were the fractured pieces of her. Pieces that were smashed and battered when she was young and
vulnerable. Then she meets Bull, who seems to hate her on sight. He screams danger, from his huge physique, to his beautiful ink,
to the motorcycle club he belongs to. He is silent, his glares threaten to burn her into flames, yet she finds herself falling for him.
Finds this broken man slowly fixing the pieces she thought would stay shattered forever.
From the bestselling author of the Stolen Bride Series comes a brand new and exciting family saga! For fans of Scottish historical
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romance, the Sutherland Legacy propels you into the Highlands with tales of daring adventure, irresistible heroes and passion! Sir
Niall Oliphant was betrothed to the Bruce's daughter, Princess Elizabeth, until she declares that his wound in battle has
incapacitated him as a man. Because he does not wish to marry the spoiled royal, he is glad to pass her off to his brother Sir
Walter. He's more than content to fade into the background with his injuries and remain a bachelor forever. Until he is presented
with an offer from the Earl of Sutherland to marry his only daughter, a lass more beautiful than any other, who makes him want to
stand up and fight again. Bella Sutherland, daughter of one of the most powerful earls and Highland chieftains in Scotland, can
marry anyone she wants-but she wants no one. When she spies the injured warrior at the Yule festival who has been shunned by
the Bruce's own daughter, she makes her choice. What is better than no husband? A husband who cannot truly be husband at all.
But she won't be satisfied with letting him languish. If there's one thing she's learned, its not to give up. With them both satisfied
that they are gaining a marriage in name only, imagine their surprise when love blossoms and passion ignites?
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